Abstract. In the article the asymptotic analysis of closed exponential queueing HM-structure with priority messages is carried out with a large total number of messages, depending on time. The number of service lines in systems, the intensity of service messages in them, the probabilities of message transitions between systems also depends on time. It is proved that the density of the income distribution in the network systems in asymptotic satisfies differential equations in partial derivatives. This provided the inhomogeneous differential equation for the expected incomes system structure. An example of transport logistics shows how to solve such equations.
Introduction
The concept of the closed queueing structure (CQS) with a central system of service has been introduced in monography [1] . In article [2] an asymptotic analysis CQS of arbitrary architecture with one-type messages and parametres, depending on the time, is carried out. In this article, such an analysis is carried out for CQS with priority messages.
Let's consider the closed exponential queueing structure with priority messages consisting of 1 + n queueing systems 0 S , 1 S , …, n S , where 0 S -environment, as which condition we will understand a vector -accordingly the number of priority and priority-free messages in system i S in an instant t . Priority messages have an absolute priority in relation to priority-free messages [3] . Let ) ( 1 t K and ) ( 2 t K -respectively be the number of the priority and priority-free messages served in CQS, ) ( ) ( ) ( 
1. Equation conclusion for density of distribution of the expected income of separate system
Let's designate through ) , (
the full expected income which will receive QS с S of the closed structure with priority messages in time t , if in an initial timepoint of CQS is in a condition k . During a small period t ∆ of CQS can remain in condition ) , ( t k or make transition to condition ) , (
thus for simplicity we will consider that
Here s I 0 -vector consisting of zero, is I -2n-vector with zero components, except for a component with the number
under a condition that it is differentiated on t and is twice sectionally continuous differentiated on is x , js x ,
, satisfies the terms of order of smallness ) ( 2 t ε to the following differential equation in partial derivatives:
where
income from transitions between conditions of CQS ) (
Proof.
Let's say that if on an interval of time
(it can happen to probability
tion of Heaviside, the income of system с S will make ) (
, therefore the income of this QS in an instant t t ∆ + will be equal to this size plus the expected income ) , (
which it receives for the remaining time t if the condition was initial ) , (
, the income of system с S will make ) (
it receives for the remaining time t if the condition was initial ) , (
consider besides, that the system с S receives income ) (t R с for a unit of time during the stay of CQS in condition
, thus the income of system с S will make ) , ( ) (
Owing to the aforesaid, the full expected income ) , (
of system с S in an instant t t ∆ + satisfies the system of the difference equations:
Owing to the expression definition 1 j ε , 2 j ε , according to (1) and to definition of function of Heaviside, in the right part of a relation (6) we can lower functions )) (
. Besides, hereinafter we will carry out the asymptotic analysis
from (6) we receive a system of difference-differential equations (DDE) for expected incomes of system :
Let's pass to density of distribution of the income of QS с S ) , (
. Considering a case of a large number of messages N t K < << ) ( 1 and passing to a vector of relative variables
whose possible values belong to the limited closed set 
, and let at ∞ → ) (t K :
Let's increase both parts (7) on ) ( 2 t K n and having added to both parts
, we receive 
( 
Having substituted this decomposition in the equation (9): 
Using designations (3)-(5), the last equation to within members of order )) ( ( 2 t O ε can be written down in the form of (2) Towers has proven.
Let's notice, as appears from (4), (5) that
Finding of the expected income of separate systems
Let's integrate both members of equation (10) 
Let's designate through ) ( * t v pr c G -an average on x value of the income of system с S CQS with priority messages on condition of change of an initial condition x in area * G . Having applied to both parts (11) of a reasoning as in article [2] , we will receive the following equation for the average income of system с S : 
Example
The Transport Enterprise (TE) (system 2 S ) having a large number of cars (messages), sends them for transportation and acceptance of freights to various cities (environment, system 0 S ) and then they come back to the TE base, are unloaded in a warehouse (system 1 S ), receive a new task and the process proceeds similarly. That stayed freights can be prime value or perishable, or, for example, arriving from abroad on railway transport (thus structures have to be rather returned to the sender), certain messages can have a priority at service (unloading -loading, paperwork) therefore when forecasting the income in such a situation the results of this section can be applied.
The condition of CQS in this case is described by a vector
-the number of priority and low-priority messages in system 0 S . The matrix of probabilities of transitions looks like
For a unit of time we will take one week. Practical experience showed that it is convenient to set the CQS parameters in the form of periodic functions of type 
